
Change Color Theme:
This template is designed to use the 
built-in color themes in the newer 
versions of PowerPoint.

To change the color theme, select 
the Design tab, then select the 
Colors drop-down list.

The default color theme for this 
template is “Office”, so you can 
always return to that after trying 
some of the alternatives.

Printing Your Poster:
Once your poster file is ready, visit 
www.genigraphics.com to order a 
high-quality, affordable poster 
print. Every order receives a free 
design review and we can deliver as 
fast as next business day within the 
US and Canada. 

Genigraphics® has been producing 
output from PowerPoint® longer 
than anyone in the industry; dating 
back to when we helped Microsoft® 
design the PowerPoint® software. 

US and Canada:  1-800-790-4001
Email: info@genigraphics.com
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Poster Print Size:
This poster template is 44” high by 
44” wide. It can be used to print any 
poster with a 1:1 aspect ratio.

Replace the QR Code with a link to 
your complete research paper. We 
prefer: https://www.qrstuff.com
(Genigraphics has no relationship)

Always check the specific poster 
requirements with your conference 
organizer to confirm if this type of 
poster design is allowed.

Multiple Layouts:
Use the Layout dropdown to choose 
between one, two, or three content 
sections.

Image Quality:
You can place digital photos or logo 
art in your poster file by selecting 
the Insert, Picture command, or by 
using standard copy & paste. For 
best results, all graphic elements 
should be at least 150-200 pixels 
per inch in their final printed size. 
For instance, a 1600 x 1200 pixel 
photo will usually look fine up to 
8“-10” wide on your printed poster.

To preview the print quality of 
images, select a magnification of 
100% when previewing your poster. 
This will give you a good idea of 
what it will look like in print. 
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Citizen 110: Social Entrepreneurship
Cormier Honors College

Problem

Phase One: 
General Charities

Phase Two: Optional 
Tax In Specific Areas

Phase Three: 
Funds From 
Investors

Phase Four: 
Funding From the 

Government

Phase Five: Disrupting 
Current Healthcare 

System

Funding and Growth

General Health Care Providers
In Attainamed’’s beginning, we will provide 
basic health care to anyone who calls, no 

insurance needed. If the necessary 
treatment is severe, the Attianamed busses 

will serve as ambulances to transport 
patients to nearby medical centers. Because 
of this, our staff will not be conducting any 

major medical procedures. Therefore, we will 
not need advanced health care providers 
such as surgeons. Doctors and nurses will 

initially make up the majority of our medical 
professionals.

Basic Medical Supplies
Each medical bus will be outfitted with the 

standard medical supplies needed to 
perform general healthcare. Because of this, 
we will also not be purchasing any extremely 
expensive tools. General tools will consist of 
items such as stethoscopes, thermometer, 

sphygmomanometer, otoscope, reflex 
hammer, tongue depressor, etc.

Medical Busses
We will use care vehicles to provide medical 

services that can treat the majority of 
patients. Our mobile nature allows for on 
demand assistance. Each is staffed with a 
doctor and nurse, and will accommodate 

multiple patients at once. Attainamed buses 
are well maintained, and fitted with state of 

the art equipment. 

Major Expenses During Start-Up Period

Affordable, Approachable, ATTAINable

What IS AttainaMed? AttainaMed is a reinvisioned healthcare system 
that we want to span the United States to serve the people by 
providing an accessible place to gain the healthcare they need.  

AttainaMed would be affordable, approachable, and friendly, unlike 
many of the hospitals in today’s society. Attainamed challenges a 

for-profit health care system, that thrives off of denying people the 
care they need. 

AttainaMed would be a system of buses that would park in public 
areas to provide healthcare to people who call upon/need them. They 

would provide general healthcare with state of the art technology 
and a practicing doctor and nurse on each bus. In the event that they 
could not provide immediate medical attention the bus can also act 
as an ambulance, to cut the astronomical cost of an ambulance ride 

for the patient. 

Many people are uninsured, or denied service, and the 
current prices for healthcare are astronomical. 8.5% 

(census.gov) of Americans were without health 
insurance in 2018, and the U.S. spent around 3 trillion 

dollars (census.gov) on healthcare. It is because of 
situations like these that we created AttainaMed. 

Solution

The standard annual salary for a general practitioner is 
approximately $183,940 while for a nurse practitioner is 

$95,070. The cost of medical supplies annually for a 
hospital is $3.8 million. The cost to purchase A well 

equipped unit can range $175,000-$350,000 depending 
on options and features added.
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